The Chair of Empirical Economics at the Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences at the University of Potsdam invites applications for a

Postdoctoral Fellow in Empirical Economics / Labor Economics

The initial contract is limited to 3 years (potentially renewable) starting on September 1, 2021 (or earlier). The remuneration is according to the German collective agreement for the public service (EG 13 TV-L, 100%).

Applicants ideally have

- a PhD in Economics (or should be close to completion),
- relevant academic teaching experience,
- excellent knowledge in applied microeconometrics (or related fields),
- very good command of English and preferably also German,
- a high level of self-initiative and a very reliable and conscientious way of working.

The position offers an attractive research environment and a very dynamic and cooperative team atmosphere. The postdoc can freely choose her/his research focus and will be a member of the Center for Economic Policy Analysis (CEPA). Researchers with experience in policy evaluation, experimental methods and/or machine learning methods are particularly encouraged to apply. The University of Potsdam is part of the Berlin School of Economics (BSE) and situated at the gates of Berlin, with close ties to universities, research institutions and research networks in the Berlin area (e.g. BeNA, BAMS, DIW, WZB).

Teaching obligations amount to 3 hours per week (4 SWS), for example in undergraduate and graduate level statistics and econometrics or applied topics (policy evaluation).

Please send any questions that you might have about this position directly to Marco Caliendo (caliendo@uni-potsdam.de).

Application procedure: Application are collected centrally for all BSE institutions and should be submitted online at https://berlin-econ.de/bse-recruiting-2021 no later than November 17th, 2020, stating the reference number BSE-1-20. Letters of recommendation should be sent by the applicants’ referees directly to applications@berlin-econ.de.

Potsdam, 28.10.2020